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The Boneyard
Everyone knows about the old boneyard. It’s a decent place to go if  you need some ground up femur, or just a few skulls to spruce 
up the old cult lair. Things have changed now that some crazy wizard has cast a spell on the place to raise up those bones, make 
them move again. Sounds like a great way to build up the cult, but it looks like those other hooded menaces from across town 
have the same idea… 

Favour Cost: 2 Favour Points, payable by one or both cults
Set Up: Players place scenery to mutual satisfaction. Once the table is set, 6 bone piles are placed al-
ternately by the players, starting with the lowest TCR cult, at least 8” from board edges and 5” from 
any other bone pile. After all bone piles are placed, cults each roll a D6: highest roll chooses edge and 
deploys up to 5” in, followed by the opponent on the opposite edge.
Special Rules: Gather up as many bones as you can, haul them back to a safe spot and let the smart guys 
try to put them together into something useful! Each cult has acquired one Stone of  Binding to take to 
the boneyard. Prior to the beginning of  the game, players may purchase additional Stones of  Binding at 
a cost of  3RP per stone. Stones must be equipped to Models prior to the outset of  the game (there is no 
limit to the number that may be carried), but may be exchanges freely with other models in base-to-base.  
Beasts may never carry Stones. If  a model carrying a Stone is killed, the Stone is dropped and may be 
picked up by any other model moving over it.  
As an Action, a Stone’s holder may attempt to bind a raised Skeletal Construct, Ancient Warrior or Bone 
Golem under their cult’s control and within 5”. Binding requires a successful Resolve test. If  passed, the 
target (and its BP) are added to the cult as a Minion. If  failed, the enchantment animating the target is 
broken, causing it to collapse back into a pile of  bones (D3 bones for Skeletal Constructs and Ancient 
Warriors, D6 bones for Bone Golems).
Any model in base-to-base with a bone pile may spend two Actions to dig for bones. Roll on the Bone 
Pile Table to see what you turn up (Beasts, being fairly adept at foraging, roll at a +1 modifier).

Any bones discovered may be immediately taken by the searching model, or left on the ground - use a 
suitable marker to represent the bone(s) - for any other model to pick up by moving over them. Beasts 
may not carry bones, so have no choice but to leave them. A model may carry up to 3 bones without 
encumbering itself, but will incur a -1 penalty to movement for each additional bone. Models will drop 
all their bones if  they become non-Normal or suffer from Revulsion, or may drop them voluntarily or 
pass them to another model in base-to-base at any time.

Bone Pile Table

1D6 Search Results
1 Disturbed Denizen! A Giant Vermin emerges from the pile and 

charges the searching model. Immediately fight one round of  
close combat. If  the Vermin survives, it returns to the pile.

2 - 4 Slim pickings – 1 bone

5 Good haul - 2 bones

6 Mother Lode! 3 bones retrieved, but the bone pile is exhausted 
and removed from the table.
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The enchantment on the boneyard is 
activated by repeating a simple phrase, 
which any cult member with the Com-
mand, Lieutenant, Read or Speak Lan-
guages skills may recite. Bones in an eli-
gible model’s possession may be raised 
as an Action: roll 1D6 and add the num-
ber of  bones, then consult the Raising 
the Bones table to see what sort of  hor-
ror you’ve managed to assemble. New 
models come into play in base-to-base 
with the raising model, and under the 
control of  the Cult that created them.

Note that unbound models, while controlled by a cult, are not actually part of  the list, and thus do not 
count towards the number of  models when determining if  a cult unity test must be taken. Unbound 
models do, however, still have to roll against cult unity, and will collapse back into bones (as with a failed 
binding attempt) if  the test is failed. 

Skeletal Construct - 2BP
M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
4 5+ 5 1 1 5+ Jump Up

Weapons: Claws (C.C.B. +1, Dam. D+1)
Special: Undead, Hideous
Skeletal: Animated piles of  bones aren’t easy to shoot down. Skeletal Constructs receive a 5+ save 
against all Shooting attacks made against them.

Bone Golem - 10BP
M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
4 5+ 6/7 3 3 4+ Tough, Parry

Weapons: Bony Fists (C.C.B. +2, Dam. D+3) 
Special: Undead, Hideous, Fear, Unique
Skeletal: Not only strictly made from bone, but having quite a number of  redundant parts, Bone 
Golems receive a 5+ save against all Shooting attacks made against them.
Reconstitute: With the suitable raw materials at hand, Bone Golems can rebuild damaged parts.  When 
in base-to-base with a grave or bone pile, the Golem may spend 2 Actions to regain a lost Wound.

Starting the Game: Both players roll 1D6: highest scoring goes first.
Ending the Game: The game continues until only one cult remains on the table (unbound models do 
not count). 
Dark Rewards: The winning cult may attempt to bind any one unbound model remaining on the table 
(regardless of  which cult raised it), provided they still have a Stone of  Binding in their possession. Any 
model (except Beasts) may be selected to take the Resolve test for the binding, but that model will gener-
ate no RP during the post-game sequence.

Raising the Bones Table
Total Raised Model
2 - 4 Failure! The bones crumble to dust...
5 - 6 Flawed Skeletal Construct. Roll D6:  

1-3, All legs (+2 Movement, Unarmed, Sprint); 
4-6, All arms (-2 Movement, +1 Attack, Parry)

7 - 10 Skeletal Construct

11 - 13 Ancient Warrior (see Death Cult, VUK pg. 45)
14+ Bone Golem


